Graph partitioning problems are a central topic of study in algorithms and complexity theory. Edge expansion and vertex expansion, two popular graph partitioning objectives, seek a 2partition of the vertex set of the graph that minimizes the considered objective. However, for many natural applications, one might require a graph to be partitioned into k parts, for some k 2. For a k-partition S 1 , . . . , S k of the vertex set of a graph G = (V, E), the k-way edge expansion (resp. vertex expansion) of {S 1 , . . . , S k } is defined as max i∈[k] Φ(S i ), and the balanced k-way edge expansion (resp. vertex expansion) of G is defined as
Introduction
The complexity of computing various graph expansion parameters are central open problems in theoretical computer science, and in spite of many decades of intensive research, they are yet to be fully understood [AM85, Alo86, LR99, ARV09, FHL08, RS10]. A central problem in the study of graph partitioning is that of computing the sparsest edge cut in a graph. For a graph G = (V, E), we define the edge expansion of a set S of vertices, denoted by φ(S) as
The edge expansion of the graph G is defined as φ G def = min S⊂V φ(S). Related to this is the notion of the vertex expansion of a graph. For a graph G = (V, E), we define the vertex expansion of a set S of vertices, denoted by φ V (S) as
A few other related notions of vertex expansion have been studied in the literature, we discuss them in Section 1.4. We also give a brief description of related works in Section 1.4.
Graph k-partitioning. The vertex expansion and edge expansion objectives seek a 2-partition of the vertex set of the graph. However, for many natural applications, one might require a graph to be partitioned into k parts, for some k 2. Let us use Φ to denote either φ (edge expansion) or φ V (vertex expansion). For a k-partition S 1 , . . . , S k of the vertex set, the k-way edge/vertex expansion of {S 1 , . . . , S k } is defined as Φ k (S 1 , . . . , S k ) def = max i∈ [k] Φ(S i ) , and the k-way edge/vertex expansion of G is defined as
where P k is the set of all k-partitions of the vertex set. Optimizing these objective function is useful when one seeks a k-partition where each part has small expansion. The edge expansion version of this objective has been studied in [LRTV12, LM14,  LGT14], etc., and the vertex expansion version of this objective has been studied in [CLTZ18] ; see Section 1.4 for a brief summary of the related work. For many NP-hard optimization problems, simple heuristics work very well in practice, for e.g. SAT [BP99] , sparsest cut [KK95, KK98] , etc. One possible explanation for this phenomenon could be that instances arising in practice have some inherent structure that makes them "easy". Studying natural random/semi-random families of instances, and instances with planted solutions has been a fruitful approach towards understanding the structure of easy instances, and in modelling instances arising in practice, especially for graph partitioning problems [McS01, MMV12, MMV14, LV18] (see Section 1.4 for a brief survey). Moreover, studying semi-random and planted instances of a problem can be used to better understand what aspects of a problem make it "hard". Therefore, in an effort to better understand the complexity of graph k-partitioning problems, we study the k-way edge and vertex expansion of a natural planted model of instances. We give bi-criteria approximation algorithms for instances from these models.
k-way planted models for expansion problems
We study the following model of instances. Definition 1.1 (k-Part-edge). An instance of k-Part-edge(n, k, ε, λ, d, r) is generated as follows.
, add edges between arbitrarily chosen pairs of vertices in S t to form an arbitrary roughly d-regular (formally, the degree of each vertex should lie in [d, rd]) graph of spectral gap (defined as the second smallest eigenvalue of the normalized Laplacian matrix of the graph, see Section 2.1 for definition) at least λ.
For all i, j ∈ [k], add edges between arbitrarily chosen pairs of vertices in
S i × S j such that φ G (S i ) εrd ∀i ∈ [k].
(Monotone Adversary) For each t ∈ [k]
, add edges between any number of arbitrarily chosen pairs of vertices within S t .
Output the resulting graph G.
Analogously, we define the vertex expansion model.
). An instance of k-Part-vertex(n, k, ε, λ, d, r) is generated as follows.
1. Let V be a set of n vertices. Partition V into k sets {S 1 , S 2 , . . . S k }, with |S t | = n/k for every t ∈ [k]. For each t ∈ [k], add edges between arbitrarily chosen pairs of vertices in S t to form an arbitrary roughly d-regular (formally, the degree of each vertex should lie in [d, rd]) graph of spectral gap (defined as the second smallest eigenvalue of the normalized Laplacian matrix of the graph, see Section 2.1 for definition) at least λ.
For each t ∈ [k]
, partition S t into T t and S t \ T t such that |T t | εn/k. Add edges between any number of arbitrarily chosen pairs of vertices in ∪ i∈[k] T i .
(Monotone Adversary) For each t ∈ [k]
The only difference between k-Part-edge and k-Part-vertex is in the expansion of the sets. In step 2 of Definition 1.1, we ensured that φ(S i ) εrd ∀i ∈ [k] 1 . In step 2 of Definition 1.2, the definition ensures that
Both these models can be viewed as the generalization to k-partitioning of models studied in the literature for 2-partitioning problems for edge expansion [MMV12] , etc. and vertex expansion [LV18] , etc. These kinds of models can be used to model communities in networks, where k is the number of communities. The intra-community connections are typically stronger than the inter-community connections. This can be modelled by requiring S i to have large expansion (see Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4 for how large a λ is needed compared to ε). Our work for k > 2 can be used to study more general models of communities than the case of k = 2.
Our Results
We give bi-criteria approximation algorithms for the instances generated from the k-Part-edge and k-Part-vertex models. We define OPT as follows
where Φ is φ for k-Part-edge, and φ V for k-Part-vertex, and P k is the set of all balanced k-partitions of the vertex-set, i.e. for each {P 1 , . . . , P k } ∈ P k , we have |P i | = n/k ∀i ∈ [k]. We note that in k-Part-edge, OPT εrd, and in k-Part-vertex, OPT εk.
Theorem 1.3. There exist universal constants c 1 , c 2 ∈ R + satisfying the following: there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that takes as input a graph from the class k-Part-edge(n, k, ε, λ, d, r) with ε λ/(800kr 3 ), and outputs k disjoint sets of vertices W 1 , . . . , W k ⊆ V , that for each i ∈ [k] satisfy:
Theorem 1.4. There exist universal constants c 1 , c 2 ∈ R + satisfying the following: there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that takes as input a graph from the class k-Part-vertex(n, k, ε, λ, d, r) with ε λ/(800kr 3 ), and outputs k disjoint sets of vertices W 1 , . . . , W k ⊆ V , that for each i ∈ [k] satisfy:
Note when k = O (1), Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4 guarantee constant factor bi-criteria approximation algorithms. The currently best known approximation guarantees for general instances (i.e. worst case approximation guarantees) of k-way edge expansion problems are of the
are some functions of k, and the currently best known approximation guarantees for general instances (i.e. worst case approximation guarantees) of k-way vertex expansion problems are of the form
is some functions of k and f 4 is some function of k and the maximum vertex degree d. We survey these results in Section 1.4. Note that our bi-criteria approximation guarantees in Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4 are multiplicative approximation guarantees and are independent of n.
The above theorem shows that it is possible to produce k disjoint subsets, each of size Ω(n/k), each with expansion a factor k away from that of the planted partition. While this may not form a partition of the vertex set, it is not difficult to show that with a loss of a factor of k, we can indeed get a true partition. This idea of moving from disjoint sets to a partition is well-known, and has been used before in other works (for e.g., [LGT14] ).
Corollary 1.5. There exist universal constants c 1 , c 2 ∈ R + satisfying the following: there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that takes as input a graph from k-Part-edge(n, k, ε, λ, d, r) (resp. k-Part-vertex(n, k, ε, λ, d, r)) with ε λ/800kcr 3 , and outputs a k-partition P = {P 1 , . . . , P k } of V such that:
We note that the above result approximates the k-way expansion of the best balanced partition in G. The proofs of the above results are given in Section 3.
Proof Overview
For proving Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4 we use an SDP relaxation (see Section 2.2) similar to the one used by [LM14, MMV16] , etc. For the case when k = 2, [MMV12, LV18] used slightly different SDP constraints, and showed that when S 1 and S 2 contain large edge expanders, the set of SDP solution vectors {u i : i ∈ V } contain two sets L 1 , L 2 such that |L 1 | , |L 2 | = Ω(n), L 1 and L 2 have small diameter, and the distance between L 1 and L 2 is Ω(1). The core of our analysis can be viewed as proving an analogue of this for k > 2 (Proposition 3.4), however, this requires some new ideas. For i ∈ [k], let µ i denote the mean of the vectors corresponding to the vertices in S i . We use the expansion within S i 's together with the SDP constraints to show that for i, j ∈ [k], i = j, each µ i must have Ω(n/k) vertices sufficiently close to it, and that µ i and µ j must be sufficiently far apart. This can be used to show the existance of k such sets L 1 , . . . , L k , such that for each i ∈ [k], L i has sufficiently small diameter and L i is sufficiently far from L j ∀j = i. The proof of our structure theorem is similar in spirit to the proof of structure theorem of [PSZ17] , but our final guarantees are very different, we discuss their work in more detail in Section 1.4.
If we can compute k such sets L 1 , . . . , L k , then using standard techniques, we can recover k sets having small expansion. In the case of k = 2, one could just guess a vertex from each these sets, and compute the two sets satisfying our requirements using standard techniques. For k > 2, guessing a vertex from each of the balls around µ i would also suffice to compute sets L 1 , . . . , L k satisfying our requirements. However, doing this naively would take time O(n k ). To obtain an algorithm for this task whose running time is O (poly(n, k)), we use a simple greedy algorithm (Algorithm 1) to iteratively compute the sets L i such that L i has sufficiently small diameter and is sufficiently far from L j for all j < i. To ensure that this approach works, one has to ensure that at the start of iteration i + 1, the set of SDP vectors for the vertices in V \ ∪ i j=i L i has at least k − i clusters each of size Ω(n/k) and having small diameter. We use our structural result to prove that this invariant holds in all iterations of the algorithm.
Related Work
[LV18] studied the 2-way vertex-expansion in k-Part-vertex for k = 2, and gave a constant factor bi-criteria approximation algorithm. Our proofs and results can be viewed as generalizing their result to k > 2. They also studied a stronger semi-random model, and gave an algorithm for exact recovery (i.e. a 1-approximation algorithm) w.h.p. [MMV12] studied the 2-way edge-expansion in a model similar to k-Part-edge for k = 2, and gave a constant factor bi-criteria approximation algorithm. Our proofs and results can be viewed as generalizing their result to k > 2.
k-partitioning problems. The minimum k-cut problem asks to find a k-partition of the vertex set which cuts the least number of edges; [SV95, NR01, RS08] all gave 2-approximation algorithms for this problem. A number of works have investigated k-way partitioning in the context of edge expansion. Bansal et al. [BFK + 11] studied the problem of computing a k-partitioning S 1 , . . . , S k of the vertex set such that
where OPT denotes the cost of the optimal solution. There are also many connections between graph partitioning problems and graph eigenvalues. Let 0 = λ 1 λ 2 . . . λ n denote the eigenvalues of the normalized Laplacian matrix of the graph. Typically, a different but related notion of edge expansion is used, which is defined as follows.
where vol(S) is defined as the sum of the degrees of the vertices in S. [LRTV11] gave an algorithm to find a k-partition which cuts at most O √ λ k log k fraction of the edges. [ LGT14, LRTV12] showed that for any k non-empty disjoint subsets S 1 , . . . ,
gave an algorithm to find a par- 
also studied a balanced version of this problem, and gave bi-criteria approximation algorithms. 
Here the approximation factor depends on λ l , but even in the best case when λ l = Ω(1) for some l = O(k), the expression for the approximation guarantee reduces to O k 7 . They also show that for any l > k and any ε > 0, there is a polynomial time algorithm to compute non-empty disjoint subsets S 1 , . . . ,
define the family of well clustered graphs to be those graphs for which λ k+1 /ρ k (G) = Ω(k 2 ) (their structure theorem requires this ratio to be Ω(k 2 ), their algorithms require the separation to be larger, i.e. Ω(k 3 )) . They show that for such graphs, using the bottom k eigenvectors of the normalized Laplacian matrix, one can compute a k-partition which is close to the optimal k-partition for k-way edge expansion. They measure the closeness of their solution to the optimal solution in terms of the volume of the symmetric difference between the solution returned by their algorithm and the optimal solution. They start by showing that the vertex embedding of the graph into the k-dimensional space consisting of the bottom-k eigenvectors is clustered. Our technique to prove our main structural result Proposition 3.4, which shows that the SDP solution is clustered, is similar in spirit. Firstly, we note that the results of [PSZ17] apply to edge expansion problems and not vertex expansion problems. Moreover, due to the action of the monotone adversary, the λ k+1 of instances from k-Part-edge could be very small in which case the results of [PSZ17] wouldn't be applicable.
[CLTZ18] showed that for a hypergraph H = (V, E), there exist (1 − ε)k disjoint subsets S 1 , . . . , S (1−ε)k of the vertex set such that max i φ(S i ) = O k 2 poly log(k)/e 1.5 √ γ k log r, where r is the size of the largest hyperedge, φ(S) denotes the hypergraph expansion of a set of vertices S, γ k is the kth smallest eigenvalue of the hypergraph Laplacian operator (we refer the reader to [CLTZ18] for the definition of φ(·), γ k , etc.) Combining these ideas from [CLTZ18] with the ideas from [LM16] , we believe it should be possible to obtain an algorithm that outputs (1 − ε)k disjoint subsets S 1 , . . . ,
. . , S k of the vertex set. Using a standard reduction from vertex expansion in graphs to hypergraph expansion, we get analogs of the above mentioned results for vertex expansion in graphs. Specific to graphs G generated in the k-Part-vertex and k-Part-edge models, let S = {S 1 , . . . , S t } be the collection of sets for any i ∈ V , let S(i) denote the set S ∈ S such that i ∈ S. For a single sub-
, the symmetric vertex boundary of the cut (W, V \ W ). We let E(∂S) be the edges going across the cut (S, V \ S), for any S ⊆ V . Given any k-partition of the vertex set W = {W 1 , . . . , W k }, we define ∂W = ∪ i∈[k] ∂W i to be the set of boundary vertices on this partition, and E(∂W) = ∪ i∈[k] E(∂W i ) to be the edges across this partition.
SDP for k-way edge and vertex expansion
Our algorithms for both k-Part-edge and k-Part-vertex models use a natural semi-definite programming (SDP) relaxation for k-way expansion. The objective function we use is the 'min-sum' objective in each case. For k-Part-vertex , it looks to minimize the number of boundary vertices in a balanced k-way partition of the vertex set, and correspondingly in k-Part-edge, the total number of edges across a balanced k-way partition of the vertex set.
For the k-Part-edge model, we use the following SDP relaxation.
The intended integral solution for U in the SDP relaxation (SDP 2.2, SDP 2.1) for either model is U ij = 1, if i, j lie in the same subset in the optimal k-partition of V , and 0 otherwise. We can alternatively view the SDP variables as a set of vectors {u i ∈ R n } i∈V , satisfying u T i u j = U ij . These can be obtained by the Cholesky decomposition of the matrix U . Notice that the constraint j U ij = n/k in the relaxations above is specific to k-way partitions with exactly n/k vertices in each partition, and hence is satisfied by both models for the integral solution. The second-to-last set of constraints in either SDP are called ℓ 2 2 triangle inequalities, and can be rephrased in the language of vectors as:
It is easy to verify that these are satisfied by the ideal integral solution, corresponding to u i = e t , where i ∈ S t . For k-Part-edge, for every edge across the partition we accumulate a value of 1 in the SDP objective in the integral solution. Since every S t has φ(S t ) εrd, we have:
Since the number of edges going across the partition is at most 2 εrdn, this is an upper bound on the optimum of SDP 2.1. For k-Part-vertex , the integral solution will further set, η i = 2 for any boundary vertex i of the partition S, and η i = 0 if i is not a boundary vertex, yielding a primal objective value of 2εn. Thus, the optimal value of SDP 2.2 is at most 2εn.
Furthermore, if OPT is as defined in Section 1.2, then in either case we have that SDP OPT·n.
We introduce some notation regarding the SDP solution vectors {u i } i∈V that will be useful for
Further proof-specific notations are defined as and when they are needed in the respective sections.
Bi-criteria Guarantees in the Planted Model
We now give a proof of Theorem 1.3, Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 1.5. The main idea is to show that the SDP solution is clustered around k disjoint balls, each of which have a significant overlap with a distinct S i , for i ∈ [k]. We can then extract out k sets greedily using an ℓ 1 line embedding.
In what follows, it is convenient to view the variables in the primal SDP as being vectors u i ∈ R n for each i ∈ V that satisfy u T i u j = U ij .
Preliminary Lemmas
Lemma 3.1. Let δ 1/100 and α 1 be real numbers. Let {u i } i∈V be a feasible SDP solution vector set for SDP 2.1 or SDP 2.2. Suppose there exists a set L ⊆ V that satisfies:
We have: We next show that if the SDP solution is clustered into k disjoint, well-separated balls of small diameter, then we can iteratively use Lemma 3.1 to find k disjoint sets, each with small vertex or edge expansion.
Lemma 3.2. Let δ 1 100 and k ∈ Z be large enough. Suppose the optimal SDP solution vectors {u i } i∈V to SDP 2.1 (resp. SDP 2.2) yield an objective value of βn and satisfy the following properties:
, and for some constant γ, we have |L t | γn/k,
Then, we can in polynomial time, find k disjoint sets W 1 , . . . , W k ⊆ V such that for every t ∈ [k],
Proof. Let Φ = φ, if we are working with k-Part-edge, and Φ = φ V if we are working with k-Partvertex. The proof will work for either case. We first apply Lemma 3.1 with α = γ/k to each of the sets L 1 , . . . , L k in turn to conclude the existence of the corresponding W 1 , . . . , W k sets each with vertex expansion at most O(βk/γ) . Fix any t ∈ [k]. Note that from Lemma 3.1, the structure of W t implies that we have L t ⊆ W t , and hence |W t | γn/k . Given the separation condition (c), the sets W t are disjoint. Indeed, for any t = t ′ , if W t = B(i, a), and W t ′ = B(i ′ , a) (where i, i ′ , a are given by Lemma 3.1), we have, by the ℓ 2 2 triangle inequality:
Note that the above only shows existence of k disjoint sets. In order to actually find k sets satisfying the given conditions, we proceed greedily (this is the loop in step 2 of Algorithm 1). At the first step, we find: {Φ(B(i, a) ) : i ∈ V, r ∈ [δ, 1/50), |B(i, a)| γn/k} Clearly, since W 1 is a candidate in the above minimization, we have Φ(Ŵ 1 ) Φ(W 1 ) O(βk/γ). Furthermore, since diam(Ŵ 1 ) 1/25, (3.1) implies thatŴ 1 can intersect at most one of the W t sets. This is because ifŴ 1 contained points from W t and W t ′ , for t = t ′ , then (3.1) implies that diam(W 1 ) 1/20, which is not possible. Now, we proceed similarly for (k − 1) more steps: at each step t ∈ {2, . . . k}, find a setŴ t that is disjoint from the previousŴ 1 , . . . ,Ŵ t−1 and has minimum Φ.
At the start of iteration t in step 2 of Algorithm 1, there exists
Proof. This is because, likeŴ 1 , every subsequentŴ t can intersect at most one of the sets among W 1 , . . . , W k . This implies that at least (k − t + 1) of the W i 's are untouched at the start of iteration t, proving the statement of the lemma.
From the above lemma, at every iteration in step 2 of Algorithm 1, there is always a W i , for some i ∈ [k] that is a feasible candidate for minimization at iteration t. This W i is known to satisfy the requirements on size (Ω(γn/k)) and expansion Φ(W i ) O(βk/γ). Thus, the above procedure always finds a non-emptyŴ t , whose size is at least Ω(γn/k), and which has Φ(Ŵ t ) O(βk/γ).
Showing that the SDP solution is clustered
We next show that for any input instance from the class k-Part-edge or k-Part-vertex with appropriate parameters, every feasible set of SDP solution vectors are clustered. Using Lemma 3.2, we can then immediately conclude the proof of Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4.
Our main technical result is the following proposition.
Proposition 3.4. Let {u i } i∈V be the optimal solution SDP 2.1 (resp. SDP 2.2) for an instance G from k-Part-edge(n, k, ε, λ, d, r) (resp. k-Part-vertex(n, k, ε, λ, d, r)) with εkr 3 /λ 1/800. Then, there exist sets L 1 , . . . , L k ⊆ V such that:
(a) diam(L t ) 1/100,
Proof of Proposition 3.4. We begin by proving the following lemma.
Lemma 3.5. Let {u i } i∈V be the optimal solution to the SDP for an instance G from k-Partvertex or k-Part-edge. For each t ∈ [k], let µ t = E i∈St [u i ]. The following holds:
Proof. For this proof, we first discard/ignore all edges added by the monotone adversary within each S t . We can do this without introducing errors, as an adversary adding edges within S t only increases ij∈E(St) u i − u j 2 . The proof only requires an upper bound on this quantity to work. This is argument is similar to that used in [LV18] for handling a monotone adversary.
We require the following proposition regarding edge expander graphs; a proof can be found in [LV18, Proposition 2.16].
Proposition 3.6 (See [LV18, Proposition 2.16]). Let G ′ = (V ′ , E ′ ) be an n-vertex edge-expander graph with spectral gap λ. Suppose that the degrees of the vertices in G satisfy ∆(i) ∈ [d, rd], for some r > 1, and d ∈ N. Then for any X ∈ R n , we have:
We will also need the following fact, the simple proof appears at the end of the current proof.
Fact 3.7. Let µ be the centroid of points x 1 , . . . , x N ∈ R n . Then,
We need slightly different proofs for k-Part-edge and k-Part-vertex models for this.
[k-Part-edge]: Since the SDP value is at most 2 · εrd · n, we have for every t ∈ [k]:
{i,j}∈E 
. . . since average max, and the max degree is rd
. . . using Proposition 3.6 within S t , and
. . since µ t is the centroid of S t and using Fact 3.7
Item (b): Since all the vectors {u i } i∈V are unit vectors, and µ t is an average of a subset of these, we have that µ t 2 1. For the lower bound:
. . . expanding out the terms
. . since all u j 's are unit vectors, and using E j∈St
Rearranging yields the required lower bound.
Item (c):
We know from the primal SDP constraint that for every i ∈ V , j∈V u T i u j = n/k.
. using item (b) from this lemma
Since all the inner products u T i u j are non-negative, each of the inner products in the last line are non-negative, and hence, all of them are upper bounded by kεr 3 /λ, proving item (c) of Lemma 3.5.
The above concludes the proof of Lemma 3.5. We use this to prove Proposition 3.4. For each t ∈ [k], define L t def = B(µ t , 1/400). Clearly, diam(L t ) 1/100. Since the parameters for either k-Part model are assumed to satisfy εkr 3 /λ 1/800, we have that for every t ∈ [k], item (a) from Lemma 3.5 implies that E j∈St [ µ t − u j 2 ] kεr 3 /λ 1/800. We can now use Markov's inequality:
To prove item (c) of the lemma, we first prove the following claim:
Proof. From the definition of the sets {L t } t∈[k] , we will use the (plain Euclidean) triangle inequality and the above claim. Let t = t ′ . We know that d(L t , L t ′ ) = d(i, i ′ ) for some i ∈ L t and i ′ ∈ L t ′ . Using this: If Ŵ < n/2k orŴ ∩ C = ∅ continue 8:
end for 10: end for 11:
C ← C ∪ W t 12: end for 13: return W 1 , . . . , W t Using the above, we now infer the proof of Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4. Consider the optimal SDP solution vectors {u i } i∈V for an instance G from k-Part-edge(n, k, ε, λ, d, r) (resp. k-Part-vertex(n, k, ε, λ, d, r)), with the parameters satisfying the given conditions, and having an objective value of βn. Note that β OPT, as the SDP is a relaxation. Using Proposition 3.4, we infer the existence of sets L 1 , . . . , L k satisfying the conditions given. The SDP solution thus satisfies all the conditions of Lemma 3.2, with δ = 1 100 and γ = 1/2, and therefore, we can find in polynomial time, k disjoint subsets W 1 , . . . , W k : |W t | n/2k, and φ(W t ) O(βk), for every t ∈ [k] for k-Part-edge, or correspondingly φ V (W t ) O(βk) for k-Part-vertex. Algorithm 1 describes the steps in the algorithm explicitly.
Proof of Corollary 1.5. The proof for both parts uses a technique to move from disjoint sets to partitions used before, for instance in [LGT14, LM14] . Since these works do it for edge expansion already, we state the proof for k-Part-vertex first.
For k-Part-vertex: We start with the sets W 1 , . . . , W k from Theorem 1.4. From the definition of φ V , we have:
Define the partition P = {P 1 , . . . , P k } as follows: P i = W i if i = k, and P k = V \ ⊎ i∈[k−1] W i . Clearly, we have:
Above, the last inequality follows since the W t 's are all disjoint. Since |P k | Ω(n/k), and |V \ P k | Ω(n), we infer that φ V,k (P) φ V (P k ) O k 2 · OPT .
For k-Part-edge: The proof is very similar to the preceding one for k-Part-vertex, except we work with edges. Again, from the definition of φ, we have, for the sets given by Theorem 1.3:
As before, we define P = {P 1 , . . . , P k } as follows: P i = W i if i = k, and P k = V \ ⊎ i∈[k−1] W i . From the above bound on |E(∂W t )|, we get that:
, giving that φ k (P) = O(k 2 · OPT).
Proof. Suppose |B(i, 1/50)| = m. Since from the previous claim, i,j d(i, j) = 2 · n 2 (1 − 1/k), we should have:
2n 2 1 − 1 k m 2 · 1 25 + (n 2 − m 2 ) · 4 =⇒ m 2 (4 − 1 25 ) 2 + 2 k n 2 3n 2 =⇒ m 9 10 n .
The first line follows since pairs within the ball are at most 1 25 -squared distance apart due to the ℓ 2 2 triangle inequality, while other pairs are at most squared distance 4 apart, being unit vectors.
Let R ′ := V \ B(i 0 , 1/50); from the above claim, we infer that |R ′ | n/10. Note that L ′ ⊆ B(i 0 , 1/100) ⊆ B(i 0 , 1/50) and is hence disjoint from R ′ . Furthermore, d(L ′ , R ′ ) 1/50 by the ℓ 2 2 triangle inequality. Now, consider the mapping y : V → R + :
We show that the mapping y satisfies the conditions of Lemma A.1, with δ 0 = O(β). We first show that |y i − y j | d(i, j). To see this, consider three cases. First, say i / ∈ R ′ , j ∈ R ′ . Clearly, y j = d(R ′ , i 0 ) − 1/100 d(j, i 0 ) − 1/100. Also, y i y j , from the definition of R ′ . Hence, |y i − y j | = y j − y i d(j, i 0 ) − d(i, i 0 ) d(j, i), from the triangle inequality.
Next, suppose that i / ∈ R ′ , j / ∈ R ′ . Then |y i − y j | = |d(i, i 0 ) − d(j, i 0 )| |d(i, j)|. The last inequality is from the ℓ 2 2 triangle inequality. Finally, suppose i ∈ R ′ , j ∈ R ′ . Then |y i − y j | = d(R ′ , i 0 ) − d(R ′ , i 0 ) = 0 d(i, j). Using the above, for any given i, we have: 
